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We present the results of a series of N-body simulations in osmologies where dark matter (DM)
is oupled to dark energy (DE), so easing the osmi oinidene problem. The darkdark oupling
introdues two novel eets in Nbody dynamis: (i) DM partile masses vary with time; (ii) gravity
between DM partiles is ruled by a onstant G∗, greater than Newton's onstant G, holding in other
2body interations. As a onsequene, baryons and DM partile distributions develop a large sale
bias. Here we investigate DE models with Ratra-Peebles (RP) potentials; the darkdark oupling
is set in a parametri range ompatible with observations, for as onern bakground and linear
perturbation properties. We study the halo mass funtion, the halo density prole and the behavior
of the non-linear bias. We nd that non-linear dynamis puts additional onstraints to the oupling
parameter. They mostly arise from density proles, that we nd to yield higher onentrations, in
oupled RP models, with respet to (unoupled) dynamial DE osmologies. Suh enhanement,
although being a strong eet in some oupling parameter range, is just a minor hange for smaller
but signiant values of the oupling parameter. With these further restritions, oupled DE models
with RP potential are onsistent with nonlinear observables.
I. INTRODUCTION
The nature of Dark Energy (DE) is one of the main puzzles of osmology. DE was rst required by SNIa data
[1℄, but a at Universe with Ωm ≃ 0.3, h ≃ 0.7 and Ωbh2 ≃ 0.02 is also favored by CMB and LSS observations [2℄
(Ωm,b: matter, baryon density parameters; h: Hubble parameter in units of 100 km/s/Mp; CMB: osmi mirowave
bakground radiation; LSS: large sale struture).
DE ould be a false vauum; from the expression of its stressenergy tensor, T
(DE)
µν = Λgµν (Λ is a positive onstant
and gµν is the metri tensor), one immediately appreiates that its pressure and energy density (pDE and ρDE) have
ratio w = −1. False vauum, however, requires a severe ne tuning at the end of the EW transition. Otherwise, DE
ould be a salar eld φ selfinterating through a potential V (φ). Then
ρDE = φ˙
2/2a2 + V (φ), pDE = φ˙
2/2a2 − V (φ) (1)
(here dots indiate dierentiation in respet to the onformal time τ). However, if the kineti omponent ρk(φ) ≡
φ˙2/2a2 approahes the potential omponent V (φ), pDE vanishes and the salar eld φ behaves as CDM (Cold Dark
Matter). This happens, e.g., in the well known ase of axion DM. But, even for lower ρk, if 1/2 < ρk/V < 1, it is
−1/3 < w < 0 and the model, at most, approahes an open CDM behavior. The relevant domain is attained when
ρk/V ≪ 1/2, although keeping a state parameter w > −1. Then, φ approahes a ΛCDM behavior and is urrently
dubbed dynamial DE [3℄ [4℄ [5℄.
The oneptual ontiguity between DM and dynamial DE suggests that they may not be disjoint entities. If so,
one ould hopefully ease the osmi oinidene problem, i.e. that DM and DE densities, after being dierent by
orders of magnitude for most of the osmi history, approah equal values only in today's Universe. The simplest way
to deal with this idea amounts to admit an interation between DM and DE [6℄. In a number of papers [3, 4, 7, 8℄,
it has been shown that, at the linear level, this auses no apparent onit with LSS or CBR data. We shall refer
to models where DM and dynamial DE interat as oupled DE models. Other models that propose a diret link
between DM and DE invoke a unied model (e.g. [9℄) or ondensation mehanisms [10℄.
An open question, then, onerns the emergene of nonlinear strutures in these models and how easy it is to t
observed LSS data with preditable features. In this work we deal with this problem by using Nbody simulations of
oupled DE models for DE selfinterating through a RatraPeebles [11℄[ RP hereafter℄ potential:
V (φ) = Λ4+α/φα. (2)
One the exponent α and the DE density parameter ΩDE are xed, the energy sale Λ is set. This selfinteration
allows w ≪ −1/3, if Λ is suiently low.
Let us outline soon that our nonlinear treatment sets preise onstraints to oupled DE parameters. A wide
parameter spae however remains where, apparently, these models t LSS data as well as those with (unoupled)
2dynamial DE, although oupled DE, with RP potential, allows no improvement of suh t. The above motivations
for oupled DE [12℄ however remain and, altogether, the nonlinear test is suessfully passed. Nbody simulations
of models with (unoupled) dynamial DE were reently performed [13℄ [15℄ [14℄. Here we follow the same pattern of
[15℄ and use the program ART [19℄ providing, rst of all, the fair dependene of the matter density parameter Ωm
on the sale fator a. To our knowledge, this is the rst time an N -body simulation with speies-dependent salar
gravity is arried out. Our onlusions are based on simulations of a variety of models with dierent RP slopes α
and oupling parameters β. Let us list them soon: rst of all, we test two α slopes: 0.143 and 2. The latter value
approahes the greatest value for whih agreement with CMB observations is granted [3℄. This is the range of RP
models whih are most distant from ΛCDM. We explored also a wide set of β ouplings, ranging from 0.05 to 0.25. All
simulations were performed starting from the same random numbers and, for the sake of omparison, we also run a
ΛCDM simulation starting from suh random numbers. The other parameters were set to values hosen in agreement
with reent CMB experiments [2℄: Ωch
2 = 0.15, Ωbh
2 = 0.01, h = 0.7 (Ωc is the (old) DM density parameter). All
models are normalized so that σ8 = 0.75 today, to math both CMB data and the observed luster abundane [21℄.
Further details on the simulation performed are listed in Table 1.
Model α β Box size (h−1Mp) # of partile Mass res. (h−1M⊙) Fore res. (h
−1
kp)
RP1 0.143 0.05 80 128
3
2.0×1010 5
RP2 0.143 0.10 80 128
3
2.0×1010 5
RP3 0.143 0.15 80 128
3
2.0×1010 5
RP4 0.143 0.2 80 128
3
2.0×1010 1.2
RP5 0.143 0.25 80 128
3
2.0×1010 1.2
RP6 2.0 0.15 80 128
3
2.0×1010 5
ΛCDM 0 0 80 1283 2.0×1010 5
Table I.
For all these models we also run an high-resolution simulation of a single halo, with a mass resolution of 2.5 ×
109h−1M⊙ and a fore resoltuion of 1.2h
−1
kp.
In the next setion we disuss the linear and postlinear aspets of oupled DE, explaining, in partiular, how
Ωm(a) is obtained and used. In setion 3 we fous on the newtonian regime for oupled DE models and desribe the
dierent gravitation of baryons and DM. In Setion 4, we implement these presriptions in the numerial ode, so
explaining whih further modiations ART needs, to deal with oupled DE. Setion 5 is then devoted to illustrating
the results while, in Setion 6, we draw our onlusions.
II. BACKGROUND EXPANSION IN MODELS WITH COUPLED DARK ENERGY
Quite in general, energy density and pressure of eah omponent, in models with dynamial DE, are obtainable from
the stressenergy tensors T
(c,b,r,φ)
µν , (for CDM, baryons, radiation, and DE, respetively; radiation inludes neutrinos).
General ovariane requires that the sum Tµν of these four tensors fullls the ontinuity equation
T µν;µ = 0 (3)
and, although this is true if all tensors fulll it separately, suh requirement is not neessary; e.g., when we deal with
utuations before hydrogen reombination, only the sum of baryon and e.m. radiation tensors fullls it. In a similar
way, if DE and DM interat, we an have that
T (φ)µν;µ =
√
16piG
3
βT (c)φ;ν (4)
T (c)µν;µ = −
√
16piG
3
βT (c)φ;ν
(here T (c) is the trae of the CDM stressenergy tensor), and the sum of DM and DE fullls eq. (3). No analogous
interation should involve baryons, for whih we assume that T
(b)µ
ν;µ = 0; in fat, experimental and observational
onstraints restrit an hypotetial DEbaryon oupling to βb < 0.01 [17℄; also radiation annot be involved, as the
trae of its stress-energy tensor vanishes beause of its equation of state. The partiular form of the oupling (4)
redues to Brans-Dike salar gravity upon a onformal transformation (see, e.g. [12, 16, 17, 18℄).
3We assume a at onformal bakground metri ds2 = a2(−dτ2 + δijdxidxj) (i, j = 1, .., 3), so that the bakground
ontinuity equations read
φ¨+ 2Hφ˙+ a2V,φ =
√
16piG/3βa2ρc, (5)
ρ˙c + 3Hρc = −
√
16piG/3βρcφ˙, (6)
ρ˙b + 3Hρb = 0, (7)
ρ˙r + 4Hρr = 0. (8)
being H = a˙/a the onformal Hubble parameter. The dimensionless onstant β2 an be seen as the ratio of the
DEDM interation with respet to gravity [6, 18℄. In these models, after equivalene, the world passes through three
dierent expansion regimes, denominated: (i) φMDE, (ii) traking phase ([5℄), and a nal (iii) global attrator.
Immediately after equivalene, the world enters a φMDE stage (φmatter dominated expansion, see [6℄), not far
from a matter dominated expansion (MDE), although one should not neglet a small orretion, proportional to β,
due to the kinetial term ρk(φ). V (φ), instead, is negligible and, aordingly, the orretion is indipendent of the
potential shape. By solving the Friedmann equation we nd that
a ∝ t4/(6+4β2), (9)
i.e. that the sale fator grows more slowly than in a pure MDE (in Setion V.B, we shall see that, on the ontrary,
the perturbation growth is enhaned, during this stage). During the φMDE stage, V (φ) gradually inreases and,
eventually, approahes and exeeds ρk(φ); then, the world enters the traking phase, whose details depend on the
potential shape; for most potentials, suh phase ends up into a global attrator, when DE density overwhelms DM
and any other densities.
Along the expansion history, the saling of ρc (DM density) is modied with respet to the unoupled ase and
reads
ρc =
ρoc
a3
e−
√
16piG
3
β(φ−φ0); (10)
here the subsript o indiates value at the present time τo, while we take ao = 1. Meanwhile the baryon density grows
as a−3, as usual.
In the next setion we shall see that these behaviors strongly aet the utuation growth, even in the newtonian
regime. Fig. 1 (left panel) shows the dierent trends of the density parameters for two dierent values of the oupling
parameter β. The three stages of the bakground evolution are learly visible. For sake of ompletness we also report
in Fig. 1 (right panel) the a dependene of the state parameter w for dierent value of β. Notie that, for RP models
with a low α, the value of the state parameter has been quite lose to −1, sine a redshift ∼ 34.
All along these stages, however, aording to the Friedman equations, the following relation holds [13℄:
dt
da
≡ χ(a) = H−1o
√
aΩb(a)
Ωb(ao)
. (11)
Therefore, one the a dependene of the baryon density parameter is given, all derivatives in respet to time an be
easily onverted into derivatives in respet to the sale fator. This relation will be used in the implementation of the
ART program.
III. DYNAMICS IN THE NEWTONIAN REGIME
Let us now onsider density utuations and disuss their evolution. First of all, the onformal metri must be
modied to take into aount the loal gravitational elds and, in the absene of anisotropi stresses, reads
ds2 = a2[−(1 + 2Φ)dτ2 + (1− 2Φ)dxidxj ],
Φ being the gravitational potential. Let us use α = log a as independent variable, instead of τ . Dierentiation in
respet to α will be indiated by '. As usual, utuations are expanded in Fourier omponents; let us then onsider
a omponent of wavenumber k and dene λ = H/k.
Baryons and CDM will be onsidered as uids; utuations will then be haraterized by density utuations
δc,b = δρc,b/ρc,b (12)
4Figure 1: Left panel: density parameters for radiation, baryons, DM and DE. Just after radiation equivalene, a DE plateau
ours, due to the darkdark oupling. In the text this plateau is denominated φMDE stage. Right panel: evolution of the
state parameter w for dierent value of β
(
c,b
stand for CDM and bayons) and veloity elds vc,bi ≡ dxi/dτ , from whih we build the salar variables
θc,b = i
kiv
c,b
i
H . (13)
Salar eld utuations (δφ) will then be desribed by the variable
ϕ =
√
3
4piG
δφ. (14)
Dealing with utuation evolution well after reombination, we shall neglet their radiation omponent.
Taking into aount density inhomogeneities, the equations (3) yield the dependene of δc,b and θc,b on the sale
fator a. The Friedman equation shall then be used to obtain the dependene on time. We shall omit here the general
form of these equations (see [8℄), and will write them in the Newtonian limit, i.e. for small sales (in omparison with
the horizon sale ∼ H−1) and small veloities (in respet to c).
The former ondition tells us to onsider the lowest order terms in λ; in this limit, the gravitational potential fullls
equations that an be written in a simpler form by dening the funtion f(φ) aording to
V (φ) = A exp
[√
16piG/3f(φ)φ
]
, (15)
as well as the funtions
f1 = φ
df
dφ
+ f, f2 = φ
df
dφ
+ 2f + f1; (16)
notie that this is no restrition on the potential shape. Then
Φ = −3
2
λ2(Ωbδ
b +Ωcδ
c + 6Xϕ+ 2Xϕ′ − 2Y 2f1ϕ) (17)
Φ′ = 3Xϕ− Φ, (18)
while the salar eld fullls the equation
ϕ′′ +
(
2 +
H′
H
)
ϕ′ + λ−2ϕ− 12Xϕ+ 4ΦX + 2Y 2(f2ϕ− f1Φ) = βΩc(δc + 2Φ). (19)
These expressions have been simplied by using the variables X2 = 8piGρk(φ) a
2/3H2 (kineti density parameter)
and Y 2 = 8piGV (φ) a2/3H2 (potential densiity parameter) . It follows that if the DE kineti (or potential) energy
density gives a substantial ontribution to the expansion soure, X (or Y ) is O(1).
5In the Newtonian limit, however, we also neglet the derivatives of ϕ, averaging out the rapid osillations of ϕ
and the potential term f2Y
2ϕ; this atually requires that λ << (f2Y )
−1
(remind that Y is O(1)). Furthermore, in
eq. (19), the metri potential Φ, whih is proportional to λ2, an also be negleted. Aordingly, eq. (17) beomes
Φ = −3
2
λ2(Ωbδ
b +Ωcδ
c), (20)
whih is the usual Poisson equation, while eq. (19) simplies into
λ−2ϕ ≃ βΩcδc. (21)
In the same way (see [8℄), we obtain the ontinuity equations
δc ′′ = −δc ′(1 + H′H − 2βX)+ 32(1 + 43β2)Ωcδc + 32Ωbδb, (22)
δb ′′ = −δb ′(1 + H′H
)
+
3
2
(Ωcδ
c +Ωbδ
b), (23)
and the Euler equations
θc ′ = −θc(1 + H′H − 2βX)− 32(1 + 43β2)Ωcδc − 32Ωbδb, (24)
θb ′ = −θb(1 + H′H )− 32(Ωcδc +Ωbδb). (25)
From the latter ones, we an derive the aeleration of a single non-relativisti CDM or baryon partile (mass mc,b),
assuming that it lays in the empty spae, at distane r from the origin, where either a CDM partile of mass Mc or
a baryon partile of mass Mb are set.
In fat, owing to eq. (10), normalizing the salar eld so that its present value φo = 0, and assuming that the
density of the partile is muh larger than the bakground density, it shall be
Ωcδ
c =
ρMc − ρc
ρcrit
=
8piGe−
√
16piG
3
βφMcδ(0)
3H2a
Ωbδ
b =
ρMb − ρb
ρcrit
=
8piGδ(0)
3H2a ,
δ being the Dira distribution. Then, reminding that the divergene ∇ivc,bi = θc,bH, and using the ordinary (not
onformal) time variable, instead of α, eq. (24) yields
∇iv˙ci = −H(1− 2βX)∇ivci −
4piG∗Mce
−
√
16piG
3
βφδ(0)
a2
− 4piGMbδ(0)
a2
, (26)
where dots yield dierentiation in respet to ordinary time,
G∗ = G(1 +
4
3
β2) (27)
and H = d log a/dt.
We an integrate this equation, taking into aount that the aeleration is radial, as the attrating partile lays in
the origin. It will then be ∫
d3x∇ · v˙ = 4pi
∫
dx
d(x2v˙)
dx
= 4pix2v˙,
v˙ being the modulus of the (radial) aeleration (in the seond term x = |x|). Aordingly, for a CDM partile, the
desired expression of the radial aeleration reads
v˙c = −(1− 2βX)Hvc · n− G
∗Mce
−
√
16piG
3
βφ
r2
− GMb
r2
, (28)
6(n is a unit vetor in the radial diretion; r = ax) whih has various peuliarities and ought to be suitably ommented.
To this aim it is important to ompare it with the radial aeleration
v˙b = −Hvb · n− GMce
−
√
16piG
3
βφ
r2
− GMb
r2
(29)
of a baryon partile. In the expression (28), notie rst the veloity term. This is a peuliar aeleration that exist
even in the absene of partiles displaying their attration; its presene means that CDM matter is not expanding
in a omoving way, due to the extra gravity it feels. Aordingly, its partiles do not follow geodesis, beause their
mass hanges in time, and their ordinary (not omoving) linear momentum obeys the equation
p˙c = −G
∗Mce
−
√
16piG
3
βφ
r2
− GMb
r2
.
Baryon partiles, instead, safely follow geodesis, although feeling that CDM partile masses are varying.
Let us onlude this setion by summarising its spei ndings: (i) The mass assigned to CDM partiles does
vary in time, being mc = moe
−
√
16piG
3
βφ
, while baryon partiles do keep a onstant mass. (ii) When interating
between them, CDM partiles feel an eetive gravitational onstant G∗ = G(1 + 4β2/3); any other partilepartile
interation ours with the ordinary newtonian interation onstant G.
IV. METHODS
Partile mass variations and dierent interation onstants ought to be taken into aount in performing Nbody
simulations. They will be based on the Adaptive Reniment Tree ode (ART) [19℄ that has been suitably modied
to deal with oupled DE models. The ART ode starts with a uniform grid, whih overs the whole omputational
box. This grid denes the lowest (zeroth) level of resolution of the simulation. The standard Partile-Mesh algorithms
are used to ompute density and gravitational potential on the zero-level mesh. The ART ode reahes high fore
resolution by rening all high density regions using an automated renement algorithm. The reniments are reursive:
the rened regions an also be rened, eah subsequent renement meshes of dierent resolution, size, and geometry
overing regions of interests. Beause eah individual ubi ell an be rened, the shape of the renement mesh an
be arbitrary and math eetively the geometry of the region of interest.
The riterion for renement is the loal density of partiles: if the number of partiles ina a mesh ell (as estimated
by the Cloud-In-Cell method) exeeds the level of nthresh, the ell is split ("rened") in 8 ell of the next renement
level. The renement threshold depends on the renement level. For the zero's level it is nthresh = 2. For the higher
level it is set to nthresh = 4. The ode uses the expansion parameter a as the variable tiome. During the integration,
spatial renement is aompanied by temporal renement. Namely, eah level of renement, l, is integrated with
its own time step ∆al = ∆ao/2
l
,where ∆ao = 3 · 10−3 is the global time step of the zeroth renement level. This
variable time stepping is very important for the auray of the results. As the fore resolution inreases, more steps
are needed to integrate the trajetories aurately. Extensive tests of the ode and omparison with other numerial
N-body odes an be found in [20℄.
Let us now desribe the three main modiations we made to handle oupled DE. A rst step amounts to distinguish
between baryons and DM partiles, whih feel dierent gravitational fores. Therefore, the potential on the grid is
to be alulated twie, so to x the dierent fores that baryon and DM partiles feel. All partiles at on baryons
through the usual gravitational onstant G, whih sets also the ation of baryons on DM partiles. DM partiles
instead, at on DM partiles through a dierent interation onstant G∗ = G(1 + 4β2/3). The gravitational fore is
then omputed through the usual FFT approah.
A seond step amounts to take into aount that the eetive mass of DM partiles is time varying. Aside of the
aeleration due to gravitation, eah DM partile will therefore undergo an extra aeleration 2βX . Besides of these
two hanges, peuliar of oupled DE models, we ought to take into aount the right relation between a and t, as
shown in eq. (11), where χ(a) = dt/da is given. By solving the bakground equations, in a suitable le we provide
χ(a) in ≃ 200 sale fator values ai, that we than interpolate.
The models listed in Table 1 were rst simulated in a 80h−1Mp box. We then seleted the same halo in all
simulations and magnied it. The lowresolution simulation, performed with a fore resolution of 15 h−1 Mp and
a mass resolution ≃ 2 · 1010 h−1M⊙, allowed us to evaluate the halo mass funtion. The highresulution simulation,
performed with a fore resolution of ≃ 1.2 h−1kp and a mass resolution of 2.54 · 109h−1M⊙, magnied a sphere with
a radius of 5 h−1Mp, entered on the halo, allowing us to ompare halo proles down to a radius ≃ 5 h−1kp.
Besides of the above points, we ould also test the nonlinear evolution of the bias between the amplitudes of
inhomogeneities in baryons and DM. Suh bias is one of the most peuliar features of oupled DE models and we shall
desribe how nonlinearity modies it.
7Figure 2: Mass funtion at z = 0 for α = 2 and α = 0.143. For α = 0.143 we report three urves, for dierent values of β.
They are all pratially indistinguishable and are well tted the approximation of Jenkins et al (2001).
V. RESULTS
A. Mass funtion
We identify halos in simulations by using a SO algorithm, that we shall now desribe in more detail. As rst step,
andidate halos are loated by a FoF proedure, with linking length λ = U × d (d is the average partile separation)
and keeping groups with more than Nf partiles (U and Nf xed herebelow). We then perform two operations: (i) we
nd the point, CW , where the gravitational potential, due to the group of partile, has a minimum; (ii) we determine
the radius r of a sphere, entered in CW , where the density ontrast is ∆v (we use the virial density ontrast found
in the absene of darkdark oupling [13, 22℄). Taking all partiles within r we perform again the operations (i) and
(ii). The proedure is iterated until we onverge onto a stable partile set. The set is disarded if, at some stage, we
have less than Nf partiles. If a partile is a potential member of two groups it is assigned to the more massive one.
In this work we use U = 0.2 and take Nf so to have a mass threshold 5.0 · 1012h−1M⊙.
Fig. 2 shows the mass funtion for isolated halos for models with dierent values of α and β. Let us remind that
the simulations have the same initial phases and the same value σ8 = 0.75. Thus, the dierenes between models are
only due to dierent ouplings or w(t). Remarkably, at z = 0 the mass-funtions are pratially indistinguishable: a
mass-funtion has no "memory" of the past evolution. The mass-funtion obtained in this way is well tted by the
approximation provided by [23℄ for ΛCDM models (long dashed line in Fig. 2).
B. Linear and nonlinear bias
From eqs. (22,23), the linear evolution of the density perturbations an be easily worked out (in some ases [16℄
this an be done analytially). In Fig. 3 we show δc,b as a funtion of the sale fator a.
As a onsequene of these dynamial equations, δc develops a bias with respet to δb, due to the extra gravity felt
by DM. At the present epoh, this bias, found in the linear theory, is well tted by the following empirial expression:
b(α, β) =
δbo
δco
=
1
1 + 0.015αβ + 2.1 β2
. (30)
Both this expression and Fig. 4 show that the bias b depends on β, while its dependene on α is very weak. Using
the high resolution lusters we an test the behavior of the bias in the highly nonlinear regime. To do so, we dene
8Figure 3: DM and baryons linear perturbation growth for two dierent values of β. The dependene on α is weak and ould
not be appreiated in this plot.
Figure 4: Linear bias as a funtion of β for three values of α. Notie the very weak dependene on α.
the integrated bias B as:
B(< r) =
ρb(< r) − ρˆb
ρˆb
· ρˆc
ρc(< r)− ρˆc ,
where ρc(< r) and ρb(< r) are alulated inside a radius r from the halo enter and we use a hat ( ˆ ) to denote
average densities. In order to avoid problems with fore resolution, the entral zone (r < 10h−1kp) of the halo is not
used. In Fig. 5 we show B(< r) for the same halo, in osmologies haraterized by dierent oupling parameters β,
keeping all other parameters equal. Fig. 5 shows that nonlinearity signiantly enhanes the expeted bias; however,
at larges sales, we reover the theoretial linear value, as provided by eq. (30).
The sale dependene of bias an also be appreiated from Fig. 6, where power spetra for baryons and DM, worked
out from simulations at z = 0, are shown.
C. Density proles
Let us remind again that all simulations are started from the same random numbers. Therefore, it omes as no
surprise that they yield similar world pitures. In the ΛCDM simulation, we seleted a halo, whose virial radius
rv = 812 h
−1
kp enloses a mass Mv = 6.45 · 1013h−1M⊙. Similar halos, loated in the same plae, are set in all
9Figure 5: Behaviour of the integrated bias B for β = 0.15 and for β = 0.25. Notie that B tends to the predited linear bias
(dashed horizontal lines) at large sales.
Figure 6: Power spetra for DM and baryon partiles evaluated from the simulations averaging over 60 random observers. The
inrease of the bias at small sales appears learly.
other models onsidered. We then run new simulations of all models in Table 1, magnifying the region entered on
this halo. To do so, short waves were rst added to the initial perturbation spetrum in all simulations.
In ΛCDM, the halo prole is aurately tted by a NFW expression [24, 25℄:
ρ(r)
ρcr
=
δ∗
r
rs
(
1 + rrs
)2
with a sale radius rs = 0.249 h
−1
Mp (here ρcr is the ritial density and δ
∗
is a parameter whih sets the halo
density ontrast).
When the same halo is magnied in oupled DE models, we nd model dependent behaviors towards the halo enter.
The essential restritions to oupled DE models, arising from the nonlinear treatment, derive from these behaviors.
However, in spite of suh model dependene in the entral areas, the outer parts of halos (R > 100 h−1Mp) show
disrepanies that, from 100 h−1kp to 700h−1kp, never exeed ∼ 10%.
Let us now disuss the substantial model dependene found in the entral region (R < 100 h−1kp). It was already
known that halos are denser in dynamial DE than in ΛCDM [15℄, although the density enhanement is fairly small
and hardly exeeds ∼ 40%. Higher density means smaller rs. The oupled DE simulations we perfomed show that
the darkdark oupling tends to enhane suh eet. In Fig. 7 we overlap the proles of the DM omponents of all
our models, starting from ΛCDM (lower urve), up to a RP model with oupling parameter β = 0.25 (upper urve).
The values of rs hange from ≃ 0.25 h−1Mp (ΛCDM) to ≃ 0.022 h−1Mp (β = 0.25). The dependene of rs on β is
plotted in Fig. 8.
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Figure 7: DM density prole for four dierent oupling values and for ΛCDM.
Figure 8: Sale radius of a NFW prole as a funtion of the oupling parameter β.
Figure 9: Upper panel: DM and baryons density proles (respetively upper urve and lower urve) for β = 0.15 and for
β = 0.25. Lower panel: one resaled taking into aount the dierent values Ωb and Ωc, there is no disrepany between DM
and baryons.
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Figure 10: DM and baryons density proles for α = 2. and α = 0.143 (here β = 0.15).
In order to make sure that this eet was not related to some peuliarity of the halo seleted, we magnied two
other halos of a simulation with β = 0.25. Here we found even lower values for the sale radius rs (0.0105 h
−1
Mp
and 0.0103 h−1Mp respetively).
As a matter of fat, the proles found β = 0.25 or 0.2 an be tted by a single power law:
ρ(r)
ρcr
∝ rγ
in the whole dynamial range, i.e., from r = 1.0h−1Mp down to r = 0.005h−1Mp (resolution limit), with a value of
γ ≃ −2.30.
An analysis of Fig. 8 shows that, only for β as low as ≃ 0.1, rs attains half the value for ΛCDM. Aordingly, we
may onsider viable oupled RP models only with β < 0.1.
Simulations distinguish baryons from DM partiles, as already disussed in the bias subsetion. This allows us to
draw separate density proles. They are shown in Fig. 9, for two dierent oupled DE models (upper panel). No
apparent disrepany between DM and baryon proles an be seen: they overlap fairly well, one we resale them
taking into aount the dierent values of Ωb and Ωc (Fig 9 lower panel).
In Fig. 10 we ompare the proles of the same halo, with two dierent values of α (2.0 and 0.143), but with the
same oupling (β = 0.15). The proles overlap very well both for DM partiles (upper urves) and for baryons (lower
urves). We onlude that the slope of proles depends very weekly on α.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
After nding that oupled DE models are onsistent with those observables whose behavior an be predited at the
linear level [3, 4, 8℄, a test of their nonlinear behavior had to be arried on. An optimisti hope was that oupled DE
models helped to solve some of the long standing ontraditions between observations and theoretial or numerial
preditions (e.g. [28℄). In partiular, one ould hope to nd halo proles whose shape is not NFW (if this is still a
problem) with a slope distribution loser to the observed ones for low surfae brightness galaxies [26, 27℄ and spiral
galaxies [29℄. From this point of view, oupled DE with a RP potential leads to modest results. Very high oupling
levels, instead of produing a atter ore, yield proles still farther from observations. In all ases, the problem with
onentration distribution is not solved, just as when making reourse to models with (unoupled) dynamial DE.
It should be also reminded that the RP potential onsidered here is haraterized by very low α values. The sale
fator dependene of the state parameter w, for suh values of α, is shown in Fig. 1 and approahes -1 already at
redshifts ∼ 34. As far as the state parameter is onerned, therefore, these models are quite lose to ΛCDM and, in
a sense, ould be onsidered a variant of ΛCDM models, for whih DE is oupled to DM.
In spite of the lak of improvement for what onerns slopes, Nbody simulations lead to really signiant results.
First of all, the parameter spae for oupled DE models is restrited to ouplings β < 0.1, however leaving a wide
room for signiant ouplings. Apart of the question of proles, the halo mass funtion has been tested and found
onsistent with other DE models and with observations. Its evolution has been predited and an be tested against
future data. From this point of view, therefore, oupled DE passed the nonlinear test.
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Performing Nbody simulations was also important to test the evolution of the bias, between baryon and DM
utuations, whih is one of the main harateristis of oupled DE models at the linear level. Here we showed that
the bias still exists, and atually inreases, in the nonlinear strutures and studied its evolution. These results are
open to an aurate omparison with data, that shall be deepened elsewhere.
Let us however onlude these omments with a further observation. Coupled DE apparently leads to higher halo
onentration essentially beause of the evolution of the mass of DM partiles and of the oupling onstant between
them. In the simulations we run, suh mass depends on time and gradually dereases, as is predited by oupled DE
theories at the Newtonian approximation level. Aordingly, eah DM partile mass was greater than today, in the
past. Its gravity was therefore stronger. This is the reason why, although normalizing all models to the same σ8 at
z = 0, we produe more onentrated halos: the fores whih bound them were stronger in the past than today.
After appreiating this point, one an tentatively propose a way out for the halo onentration problem: a oupled
DE model leading to DM partile masses whih inrease in time. This inrease should also be fast enough to beat
the higher gravity onstant binding DM partiels. This takes us bak to the seletion of a suitable selfinteration
potential V (φ), whih has no immediate obvious solution. This problem shall be therefore deepened in future work.
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